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SUMMARY 

The Asia/Pacific SAR Capability Matrix Table provides an excellent initial focal point for 
discussion on SAR matters. APSAR/TF/1 discussion will include much more than only the 
SAR Capability Matrix. This paper provides concepts for addressing some of the gaps 
identified in the Matrix and the need for a sustained effort for enhancement of SAR 
capability and capacity within the Asia/Pacific Region.   

 
Strategic Objectives: 

A: Safety 
C: Environment protection and sustainable development of air transport 

 
Global Plan Initiatives:  
GPI-9  Situational awareness 
GPI-16  Decision support systems and alerting systems  
GPI-22  Communication infrastructure 
 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 The terms of reference for the Asia/Pacific Search and Rescue Task Force 
(APSAR/TF) has several tasks, including “review the current status of SAR preparedness of Asia and 
Pacific Region States” and also “review State SAR arrangements”. Both of these tasks can be 
associated with the SAR Capability Matrix in which the Asia/Pacific States provide a very concise 
self-assessment of their SAR capability. Discussion at APSAR/TF/1 should include much more than 
only the SAR Capability Matrix but the Matrix does provide an excellent initial focal point.   
 
1.2 The SAR Capability Matrix Table, created by the ICAO Bangkok Regional Office, is 
gaining usage in other parts of the world and provides a powerful one-page document for a SAR 
manager to present to senior government officials so as to sustain or improve SAR capability and 
capacity. It is possible that many of the identified gaps could be filled in by some basic national or 
regional steps. It is better to have some SAR capability (and other arrangements in place) rather than 
wait to have all the resources to then create the perfect SAR system.  
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2. DISCUSSION 
 
2.1 A common mistake made by States in developing or improving SAR capability and 
capacity is to think that it needs to be all completed at once or that the system must perform perfectly. 
Another misunderstanding is to think that a State must provide all the SAR response capability itself. 
Such thinking could result in no progress at all. It may be more productive to think of a long-term 
effort with small steps. The goal would be to make progress and to sustain it. This could start with 
low-cost effort. There may be some solutions with minimal cost, such as a SAR library, but all 
solutions will require some commitment and effort on the part of the government to provide a basic 
SAR service.  
 
2.2 The process to begin enhancement of SAR capability and capacity should not focus 
on only the SAR Capability Matrix, but the Matrix does provide a useful beginning focal point. 
Typically, a good first step is to see what capability already exists, nationally and with neighboring 
States, and then make arrangements to cooperatively make use of all available resources. All States 
have valuable experience and views which would benefit all of the other States in this matter. Using 
the Matrix simply as an initial guide, discussion points could include ideas such as:  

a) SAR committee: A national SAR committee is essential to make efficient and 
effective use of a State’s own resources. Would States benefit from having a 
short model charter to serve as an example of which national authorities 
should be on the committee, what the duties or expectations are, etc?  The 
SAR committee oversees the national SAR plan.  

b) Agreements: Agreements are needed to define the SAR region and to 
strengthen SAR cooperation and coordination. Letters of agreement (or 
arrangement) may have different legal interpretation between States – the 
United States, for example, sees this as requiring approval by our State 
Department whereas other countries see this as a simple “handshake” or a 
less formal letter between aeronautical authorities. This could slow the 
process but should not prevent agreements from being signed.  

c) Agreements: A maritime Pacific regional SAR arrangement (Maritime 
Search and Rescue Technical Arrangement for Cooperation among Pacific 
Island Countries and Territories that Support International Lifesaving in the 
Pacific Ocean) is now being routed for final clearance and signing by 24 
Asia/Pacific island countries and territories. Many of these 24 are also listed 
on the SAR Capability Matrix. This maritime SAR arrangement could serve 
as an example for a comparable aeronautical SAR agreement. However, a 
more cost effective result could be for the national aeronautical authority to 
work with its maritime SAR counterpart to make this a combined 
aeronautical and maritime SAR arrangement. This way, scarce government 
resources, people and money, could meet the overall requirement for a 
national SAR service.   

d) Relationships: States with international aerodromes are required to have an 
aerodrome emergency plan. Under Annex 14, ICAO recommends that this 
plan should provide for co-operation and co-ordination with the rescue 
coordination center (RCC). A State trying to develop its SAR service, 
particularly small island countries and territories, may need flexibility on how 
it first provides the SAR service. For example, could its aerodrome 
emergency plan serve as a core part of its national SAR service (basic RCC 
functions, good communications and international connectivity); and, then 
arrange through a regional SAR agreement for a developed SAR State to 
provide the more extensive long range or long duration SAR capability, 
especially beyond it territorial sea.   
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e) SAR Library: ICAO provides a limited number of copies of SAR-related 
documents free to all States, including Annex 12 to the Convention as well as 
the International Aeronautical and Maritime SAR (IAMSAR) Manual. Such 
documents should be placed in the SAR library for the SAR service to use. 
Many other documents are free but can become a problem in finding and also 
keeping a current edition. One solution may be for such documents to be 
posted on a web site by a developed SAR State for all States to use. If a State 
has difficulty in having web access then it could arrange periodic distribution 
of copies by other means from a State. The ICAO regional Office could post 
appropriate regional documents, such as the Asia/Pac Air Navigation Plan 
and extracts of relevant documents, or allow such documents to be posted on 
a community website.  

f) Cospas-Sarsat Distress Alerts: This has two concerns: (1) receiving the 
distress alert; and (2) registering distress beacons in your country. Cospas-
Sarsat has flexibility on providing solutions. Regarding actual alerts, key here 
is for a State to either acknowledge receipt of the alert or have arrangements 
for another State to help in that purpose. For distress beacon registration, 
Cospas-Sarsat has an international beacon registration database which might 
be able to solve many national problems. The ELT registration problem falls 
under the “ELT” column of the Matrix but national SAR authorities will also 
get distress alerts from the maritime and the personal locator 406 MHz 
distress beacons. Receiving 406 MHz distress beacon alerts, registering of 
these distress beacons, and other problems might have simple solutions for a 
State to implement if it brings them forward for discussion.  

g) No input by some States: Can the Regional Office or another State assist in 
providing the information for some of the entries? For example, some States 
are within a larger SAR region of another State or are next to another State 
which typically provides assistance for SAR response. Could the Matrix 
show that arrangements may be in place but that the State has not submitted 
that data for reasons such as not being able to attend ATM sessions?  

h) Can sub-regionalized SAR service resolve many of these SAR gaps? Some 
areas could have SAR arrangements for one State to take overall lead for a 
SAR sub-region which includes other States within that sub-region. The lead 
State would provide overall SAR coordination and SAR services but would 
also be supported by the other States within the sub-region.  

 
2.3 As basic steps are taken to fill in gaps in SAR capability it is hoped that momentum 
builds to sustain that effort and improve the overall capability and capacity of the SAR system 
throughout the Asia/Pacific region.  
 
3. ACTION BY THE MEETING 
 
3.1 The meeting is invited to use the above concepts as a means to create discussion to 
develop solutions and a way forward for enhancing SAR capability and capacity in the Asia/Pacific 
region.  
 

…………………………. 
 

 


